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HERE
is now a mass of indirect evidence which
suggests that ths amino-a&d
sequence along the
polypeptids
chain of a protein is determined
by the
sequence of the bases along some particular
part of
the nucleic acid of the genetic material.
Since there
are twenty
common
amino-acids
found throughout
Sature,
but only four common
bases, it haa often
been surmised that the sequence of the four baaes is
in soms way a code for the sequence of the aminoacids. In this article ws report genetic experiments
which, togsther with the work of others, suggest that
the genetic code is of the foUowing
general type:
(a) A group of three bases (or, leas likely, a multiple
of three bases) codes one amino-acid.
(b) The code is not of the overlapping
type (see
Fig. 1).
(c) The sequence of the baass is read from a fixed
Btarting
point.
This
dstsrminsa
how
the long
sequences of bases are to bs correctly
read off as
triplets.
There ars no special ‘commas’ to show how
to select the right triplets.
If the starting
point is
displaced by one bass, then the reading into triplets
is displaced,
and thus becomes incorrsct.
(d) The code is probably
‘degenerate’;
that is, in
general, one particular
ammo-acid
can be coded by
one of several tripieta
of bases.

The Reading of the Code
The evidence that the genetic cods is not overlapping
(see Fig. 1) doss not come from our work.
but from that, of Wittmannl
and of Tsugita
and
Frasnkel-Conrat
on the mutants
of tobacco mosaic
virus produced
by nitrous
asid.
In an overlapping
triplet code, an alteration
to one baas will in general
change three adjacent amino-acids
in the polypeptide
chain. Their work on the alterations
produced in the
protein
of the virus show that usually
only one
amino-acid
at a time is changed a8 a result of treating
the ribonuclsic
acid (RNA) of the virus with nitrous
acid.
In the rarer cases where two amino-acids
are
altered (owing presumably
to two separate deammations by the nitrous
acid on one piece of RNA), the
altered amino-acids
ars not in adjacent
positions
in
the polypeptide
chain.
Brsnnera had previously
shown that, if the code
were universal
(that is, the same throughout
Nature),
then all overlapping
triplet
codes were impossible.
Moreover,
all the abnormal
human
hremoglobins
studied in detail4 show only single amino-acid
changes.
The newer experimental
rssulta ssssntially
rule out
all simple codes of the overlapping
type.
If the code is not overlapping,
then there must be
Borne arrangement
to show how to select the correct
triplets (or quadruplets,
or whatever it may be) along
the continuous
sequence
of bases.
One obvious
suggestion is that, say, every fourth baas is a ‘comma’.
&other
idea is that certain
triplets
make ‘sense’,
whereas others make ‘nonsense’, as in the comma-free
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codes of Crick, Griffith
and Or&j.
Alternatively,
the correct choice may be made by starting at a fixed
point and working
along the sequence of bases three
(or four, or whatever)
at a time. It is this possibility
which we now favour.

Experimental Results
Our genetic experiments
have heen carried out on
the B cistron of the rn region of the bacteriophage
T’4, which attacke strains of Eschmichia coli. This is
the system
so brilliantly
exploited
by BenzeP*‘.
The rn region consists. of two adjacent
genes, or
‘cistrona’,
called cistron A and cistron B. The wildtype phags will grow on both E. coli B (here called
B) and on J!?. coli K12 (a) (here called K), but a phage
which has lost the function
of either gene will not
grow on K. Such a phags produces an r plaque on B.
Many point mutations
of ths genes are known which
behave in this way.
Deletions
of part of the region
are also found.
Other mutations,
known as ‘leaky’,
show partial function;
that is, they will grow on R
but their plaque-type
on B is not truly wild.
We
‘report
hers our work ,on the mutant
P 13 (now
renamed
FC 0) in the Bl segment of the B cistron.
Thie mutant
was originally
produced
by the action
of proflavins.
W e @ have previously
argued that acridines
such
aa pro5vin
act as mutagens
because they add or
dslsts a base or bases. The most striking evidence in
favour of this is that mutants
produced
by a&dines
are seldom ‘leaky’ ; they are almost always completely
Since our note
lacking in the function
of the gene.
was published,
experimental
data from two eourcsa
have been added to 0u.1: previous
evidence:
(1) we
have examined
a set of 126 pn mutants
made with
acridine
yellow;
of these only 6 are IeaLT- (typically
about half the mutants
made with base analogues
are leaky) ; (2) Streisinger lo has found that whereas
mutants
of the lysozyme
of phage T4 produced
by
all lysozyme
baas-analogues
are usually
leaky,
mutants
produced by proflavin
are negative, that is,
the function
is completely
lacking.
If an acridine mutant i,3 produced by, say, adding a
base, it should revert to ‘lvild-type’
by deleting a bass.
Our work on revertants
of FC-0 shows that it-usually
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between
an overlapping
code and
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code.
The short
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bases of the nucleic
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The czw illustrated
is for a triplet
code
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reverts not by reversing
the original mutation
but by
duced as suppressors
of these suppressors.
Again all
producing
a second mutation
at a nearby
point on
these new Suppressors.
are non-hky
T mut&s,
and
the genetic map.
That is, by a ‘suppressor’
in the
all map within
the Bl sc,ment
for one site in the
same gene.
In one case (or possibly
two cases) it r B2 segment.
may have reverted
back to true wild, but in at least
Or&
again we have repented
the process on two
18 other cases the ‘wild type’ produced
was really a
of the new suppressors,
with the same general results,
double
mutant
with
a ‘wild’ nhenotvne.
aa shown in Fig. 2, lines i and j.
Other
workers’1
have found
a similar- pheno%ienon
with
All
these
mutants,
except
the original
PC 0,
occurred
spontaneous1.y.
rn mutants,
and Jin.l&* has made a detailed analysis
We have. however,
pro.
of suppressors
in the hm gene.
duced one set (as suppressors
of PC 7) using acridin?
yellow as a mutagen.
The spectrum
of suppressors
The genetia map of these 18 suppressors
of PC 0
we get (see Fig. 2, line h) is crudely
similar to the
is shown in Fig. 2, line a. It will be eeen that they
all fall in the B1 segment of the gene, though
not all
spontaneous
spectrum,
and all tho mutants
&I‘?
of them are very close to PC 0. They scatter over
non-leaky
6s. We have also testred a (small) selection
of all our mutants
and shown that their reversion.
a region
about,
say, one-tenth
the size of the B
cistron.
rates are increased by acrid&
yellow.
Not all are at different
sites.
We have
found eight sites in all, but most of them fall into
Thus in all we have about eighty
independent
7
or near two close clusters of sites.
mutants,
all suppressors
of FC 0, or suppressors
of
In all cases the suppressor
was a non-leaky
r. That
suppressors,
or suppressors
of suppressors
of supis, it gave an r plaque on B and would not grow on K.
pressors.
They all fall within
a limited
region of
This is the phenotype
shown by a complete
deletion
the gene and they are all non-leaky
r mutants.
of the gene, and shows that the function
is lacking.
The double
mutants
(which
contain
a mutation
The only possible exception
was one case where the
plus its suppressor)
which plate on K have a variety
suppressor
appeared
to back-mutate
so feat that we
of plaque types on B.
Some are indistinguishable
could not study it.
from wild, some can be distinguished
from wild with
Each suppressor,
as we have said, fails to grow on
difBculty,
while others are easily distinguishable
and
K.
Reversion
of each can therefore
be studied
by
produce
plaques rather like r.
the same procedure
used for FC 0.
In a few cases
We have checked in a few cases that the phenothese mutants
apparently
revert to the original
wildmenon
is quite
distinct
from
‘complementation’,
type, but usually
they revert by forming
a double
since the two mutants
which separately
are phenomutant.
Fig. 2, lines b-g, shows the mutants
protypically
r, and together
are wild or pseudo-wild,
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;nust be put together
in the same piece of &netio
platorial.
A simultaneous
infection
of K by the
two mutants
in separate viruses w$ not do.

The Explanation in Outline
.Our explanation
of all these facts is based on the
beory
set out at the beginning
of this article.
Although
we have no direct
evidence
that the B
cjstron
produces
a polypeptide
chain
(probably
through
an RIiA
intermediate),
in what follows we
shall assume this to be so. To fix ideas, we imagine
that the string of nucleotide
bases is read, triplet
by
t+let,
from a starting
point on the left of the B
We now suppose
that,
for example,
the
cistron.
mutant
FC 0 was produced
by the insertion
of an
&htional
base in the wild-type
sequence.
Then this
&iition
of a base at the FC 0 site will mean that the
reading of all the triplets
to the right of E% 0 will
be shifted along one base, and will therefore
be incorrect.
Thus the amino-acid
sequence of the protein
which the B cistron is presumed
to produce
will be
completely
altered
from that point onwards.
This
explains why the function
of the gene is lacking.
To
simpiify
the explanation,
we now postulate
that a
suppressor of FC 0 (for example,
FC 1) is formed by
deleting a base.
Thus when the FC 1 mutation
is
present by itself, all triplets
to the right of PC 1
will be read incorrectly
and thus the function
will be
absent.
However,
when both mutations
are present
in the same piece of DNA,
as in the pseudo-wild
double
mutant
PC
(0 + 1). then
although
the
mading of triplets
between
PC 0 and PC 1 will be
altered, the original
reading
will be restored
to the
rest of the gene. This could explain why such double
mutants
do not always have a true dd
phenotype
but are often pseudo-wild,
since on our theory
a
small length of their amino-acid
sequence is different
from that of the wild-type.
For convenience
we have designated
our original
mutant
FC 0 by the symbol
+ (this choice is a pure
convention
at this stage) which we have so far considered as the addition
of a single base. The suppressors of FC 0 have therefore
been designated
- . The
suppressors of these suppressors
have in the same way
been labelled as + , and the suppressors
of these last
sets have again been labelled
- (see Fig. 2).

1220
Double

Mutants

_ We can now ask: What is the character of any double
mutant
we like to form by putting
together
in the
same gene any pair of mutants
from OUT set of about
eighty ? Obviously,
in some oases we already
know
the answer, since some oombinations
of a + with a were formed in order to isolate the mutants.
But, by
definition,
no pair consisting
of one + with another
+
has been obtained
in this way, and there are many
combinations
of + with - not so far tested.
Now our theory clearly predicts
that all combinstions of the type + with + (or - with -) should
give an r phenotype
and not plate on K.
We have
put together
14 such pairs of mutants
in the cases
listed in Table 1 and found this prediction
confirmed.
Table 1. DOUBLE lmANTS
Fuvmo mm I PEENOTPPE
- wttil + With +
FC(1 + 231
$$I!
= “95;
FC (40 + 67)
PO (23 + 21)
PC (40 + 68
FCC0 + 40)
FC(40 + 65 1
;g $ = if’
E’C(0 + 65)
FCC40 + 64)
3% (0 + 64)
FO(40 + 38)

-.

At &at sight one would expect that all combinations
of the type ( f with - ) would be wild or pseudo-wild,
but the situation
is a little more intricate
than that,
and must be considered
more closely.
This springs
from the obvious
fact Chat if the code in made of
triplets,
any long sequence
of bases can be read
correctly
in one way, but incorrectly
(by starting
at the wrong point) in two different
ways, depending
whether
the ‘reading
frame’ is shifted
one place to
the right or one place to the left.
If we symbolize
a shift, by one place, of the reading
frame in one direction
by + and in the opposite
direction
by c, then we can establish the convention
that our + ia always at the head of the arrow, and
This is illustrated
in Fig. 3.
our - at the tail.
We must now ask: Why do our suppressors
not
extend
over the whole of the gene P The simplest
postulate
to make is that the shit
of the reading
frame produces
some triplets
the reading of which’ is
‘unacceptable’;
for example,
they may be ‘nonsense’,
or stand for ‘end the chain’,
or be unacceptable
in
some other way due to the complications
of protein
This means .that a suppressor
of, say,
structulw.
PC 0 must be within
a region such
that no ‘unacceptable’
trip&
is proT----T----r----r---,-----T----Tr----r---duced by the shift in the reading
‘A
B C;A
B C;A
B C;A
B C;A
B C;A
B C;A
B C;A
0 Ci
I..
I .,
, . ..*
*.
* . . . . *.
. ..(&frame between
PC 0 and its suppressor.
But, clearly, since for any
sequence there are tun, possible misreadings,
we might expect that the
‘unacceptable’
triplets
produced
by
a --+ shift
would
occur
in dif‘A B C’A
B C’B
C A’B
C A’B
C A’B
C A’A
B C’A
B C;,
ferent places on the map from those
produced
by a c shift.
4
4
Examination
of the spectra
of
oddhm
deletion
suppres!3ors
(in each case putting
e
in the arrows
--f or c)
suggests
t
T----r----r----T----c----rr----r‘--r- --that while the - shift is acceptable
‘A
B C;A
B C’C
A
B’C
A B;C
A B’C
A B’A
BC’A
8 CL,
anywhere
within our region (though
4
not outside it) the shift c, starting
from points near PC 0, is acceptable
deletion
oddltm
over only a more limited
stretch.
Stortmq
This is shown
in Fig. 4. Somepoult
where in the left part of our region,
between
FC 0 or PC 9 and the
&!.
3. To show that our convention
for mom
is consistent.
The letters
A, B and C
each re:nesent
n different
base of the nucleic
acid.
For aimplkity
a repeating
~equencs
FC 1 group, there must be one or
of bases. ABC, is shown.
(This would code for a polypeptide
for which every amino-acid
more
unacceptable
triplets
when
Wa8 the snme.)
A triplet
code is assumed.
The dotwd
lines represent
the imaginary
‘rending
irnme’ implying
that the sequence
iS read In nets of three starting
on the left
a shift is made;
similarly
for
*

+

T----c----T----T----T----T---‘T’-’-T”

)-----

t

c

Q
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the region to the right of the PC 21 cluster,
Thus
we predict
that
a combination
of a + with
a
- will be wild or pseudo-wild
if it involves
a +
shift,, but that such pairs involving
a c shift will be
phenotypically
T if the arrow crosses one or more of
the forbidden
places,
since then an unacceptable
triplet
will be produced.
Table

2.

DOWLE

FC41
FS

FC 86

w

MUTANTS

PC0

FC40

K

it

OF TEE

TYPE

(+

w

z

m

;
KI

;-

21

r

&T-

I
..:

Fc*,
FC40

-FC6 ;-

at

K-

*I

FC38
w
FC74;

FC88

I

r

FC87

I

I

w
r

I

W, wild or pseudo-wild
phenotype;
bination
need to isolate the suppressor;
l
Double
mutants
formed
with
PC
plaques
orl K.

w
-

r,

wild or pseudo-wild
I, r phenotype.
58 (or with PC 34) give

W
comsharp

We have tested
this prediction
in the 28 cases
shown in Table 2.
We expected
19 of these to be
wild, or pseudo-wild,
and 9 of them to have the r
phenotype.
In all cases our prediction
was correct.
We regard
this as a striking
confirmation
of our
theory.
It may be of interest
that the theory
~88
constructed
before
these
particular
experimental
results were obtained.
l

Rigorous Statement of the Theory

So far we have spoken as if the evidence supported
a triplet
code, but tti
~8s simply
for illustration.
Exactly
the same results would be obtained
if the
code operated
with groups of, say, 5 basea. Moreover,
our symbols
+ and - must not be taken to mean
literally
the addition
or subtraction
of a single base.
It is easy to see that our symbolism
is more exactly
8s follows:
+ represents
- represents

+m,
-m,

modulo
module

n
n

where n (a positive
integer)
is the coding ratio (that
is, the number
of bases which code one amino-acid)
and m is any integral
number
of beses, positive
or
negative.
It can
also be seen that
our
choice of reading
direction
is arbitrary,
and that, the same results (to
a first approximation)
would be obtained
in whichever
direction
the genetic
material
was read, that
is,

whether the starting point is on the right or the left
of the gene, 88 conventionally

drawn.

Triple Mutants and the Coding Ratio
The somewhat
abstract
description
given above is
necessary
for generality,
but fortunately
we have
convincing
evidence
that the coding ratio is in fact
3 or a multiple
of 3.
This we have
obtained
by constructing
triple
mutants
of the form ( + with + with + ) or (- with with
-).
One must be careful
not to make shifts
Table

3.

TRIPLE

MUTAR~TS

EA~NO

A WILL

FC(O?i:
FCC0 +
FCC0 +
FCC0 +
FC (0 +
FC (1 f

+
+
+
+
+

40
40
40
40

38)
68)
67)
64)
66)

21 + 23)

OR PSEUDO-X~ILD

FC 38
+

Kb!

+
w I FCbb

l t FCSB
*I+ FC47

+

,. I m
+
L,fC;:

Fig. 4. A simpli5ed
version
of the genetic
map of Fig. 2. Each
line corresponds
to the sup~~ressor
from one mutant,
here underlined.
The arrows
show the range over Khich
suppressors
have 80
far been found,
the extreme mutants being nsmed
on the map.
&TOW
to the right
are shown
solid, arrows
to the left dotted
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aoross the ‘unacceptable’
regions
for the c shift%.
but these we can avoid by a proper choice of mutants.
We have 60 far examined
the six cases listed h
Table 3 and in 8ll cases the triples are wild or pseudo.
wild.
The rather
striking
nature
of this result can be
seen by considering
one of them, for example,
the
triple
(PC 0 with PC 40 with FC 38). These three
mutants
are, by themselves,
all of like type (+ ). JVe
can say this not merely from the way in which they
were obtained,
but because
each of them,
when
combined
with our mucant
FC 9 (-), gives the wild.
or pseudo-wild
phenotype.
However,
either sin&
or together
in pairs they have an 1’phenotype,
antI
will not grow on h’.
That is. the function
of thr.
gene is absent.
Nevertheless,
t,he combination
of all
three in the same gene partly
restores the function
and produces
a pseudo-wild
phage which grows on 1;.
This is exactly what one would expect, in farourablfb
cases, if the coding ratio were 3 or a multiple
of 3.
Our ability
to find i;he coding ratio thus depends
on the fact that, in a.t least one of our composirl,
mutants
which
are ‘wild’,
at least one
amino-acid
must have been added to or deleted from the polypeptide
chain without
disturbing
the function
of tilt,
gene-product
too greatly.
The fact that n’c
This is a very fortunate
situation.
can make
these chm,ges and can study 80 large fl
region
probably
comes
about
because
this p8rL
Tl~lr
of the protein
is not essential for its function.
this is so has already
been suggested
by ChampI’
and Benzerl* in their work on complementation
in tll+,
t-m region.
By a special test (combined
infection
‘~1
K, followed
by plating
on B) it is possible to exan~ill,.

the function of the .4 c&on

and the B cistroll

separately.
A particular
deletion,
1589 (see Fig. 5:
covers the right-hand
end of the A cistron and plu’l
&hod’
of thp left-hand
end of the B cistron.
1589 abolishes
the A function,
they showed that 1:
allows the B function
to be expressed to a consider81)?
extent.
The region of the B cistron deleted bF 13$!’
is that into which all our FG mutants
fall.

Joining two Genes Together
We have used this delet,ion to re-inforce
our i&‘,’
that
the sequence
is read in groups
from a fix-l?
Normally,
8n alteration
cOd~lt“’
starting
point.
to the A cistron (be it a deletion,
an a&dine
1nll~8~~”
or any other mutant)
does not prevent
the expre~Gio’!
of the B cistron.
Conversely,
no alteration
witllir:
the B cistron prevents
the function
of the A ciSt@
This implies that there may be n region between t””
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oistrons which sep8rates tthem and allows their
b&ions
to be expressed
individually.
<We argued
that the deletion
1569 will have lost
p
separating
region
and thst therefore
the two
cistrons
should
heve been joined
&a&
d-w4
er.
Experiments
show this to be the ~888,
for now an alteration
to the left-hand
end of the
$.$&tron,
if combined with deletion 1589, can prevent
‘&e~ B function
from appearing.
This is shown in
Irig. 6. Either
the mutant
P43 or Xl42
(both of
’hich revert strongly
with ecridines)
will prevent the
when the two cistrons are joined, although
5 function
‘Ihis is
&oth of these mutants
are in the a cistron.
&o true of Xl42
Sl, 8 suppressor
of Xl42
(Fig. 5,
‘$&e b). However,
the double mutant
(Xl42
with
X142 Sl), of the type ( f with -), which by itself is
$eudo-wild,
still has the B function
when combined
with 1689 (Fig. 6, case c). We have also tested in this
‘$89 the 10 deletions
listed by Benzer’,
which fall
Of these, three (386, 168
i;;holely to the left of 1589.
and 221) prevent
the B function
(Fig. 5, c8se f),
‘Ghere8s the other seven show it (Fig. 5, case e). We
surmise thet each of these seven hae lost 8 number
of
hssee which is 8 multiple
of. 3. There 8re theoretic81
+@8sons for expecting
thet
deletions
m8y
not be
%udom in length,
but will more often have lost 8
&nber
of bases equel to 8n integral
multiple
of the
&xling ratio.
‘:‘
- - It would not surprise us if it were eventmdly
shown
@at deletion
1589 produces a protein which consista
.,ef part of the protein
from the A cistron 8nd part
Ofthet from the B cistron, joined together in the same
‘tilypeptide
chain, and having
to some extent
the
.&r&ion
of the m&unaged
B. protein,

Is the Coding

Ratio 3 or 6 ?

‘“It
remains to show thst the coding ratio is prot~ bly 3, rather then a multiple
of 3. Previous rather
mugh extimatesi0J~
of the coding ratio (which are
&tmdly
very unreli8ble)
might
suggest that the
@g
ratio is not far from 6. This would imply, on
Our theory, that the altsration
in PC 0 was not to one
-@se, but to two bases (or, more correctly,
to an even
zmber
of bsses).
evidence which suggests
t:~We have some additional
First, in our set of 126 mutants
,$t this is unlikely.
Produced
by acridine
yellow
(referred
to earlier)
m have four independent
mutants
which fall at or

R E
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Genetic
mar, of P 83 and its suppressors.
WT
Fig. 6.
The region
falls within
segment
B9a near the rlpht-hand
the B cistron.
It is not yet known
which way round
the
in relatlon
to the other hgures

1, etc.
end of
map is

close to the FC 9 site.
By 8 suitable
choice of
pmtners,
we have been able to show that two are +
8ndtwoam
-.
Secondly,
we have two mutants
(Xl46
and X225),
produced
by hydrazine15,
which
fall on or near the site PC 30. These we heve been
8ble to show are both of t,ype - .
Thus unless both acridines
and hydrezine
usually
delete (or add) an even number of bases, this evidence
supports
8 coding ratio of 3. However,
as the action
of these mutagens
is not understood
in det,ail. we
cannot
be certain
that the coding ratio is not 6,
although
3 seems :more likely.
We h8ve preliminary
results which show that other
acridine
mutants
often revert
by means of close
suppressors,
but it is too sketchy
to report
here.
A tentative
map of some suppressors
of P 83, a
mutant
at the other end of the B cistron, in segment
B 9a, is shown in Fig. 6. They occur within a shorter
region
than
the zsuppressors of FC 0, covering
a
distance
of about
one-twentieth
of the B cistron.
The double mutant
WT (2 + 5) has the r phenotype,
as expected.

Is the Code Degenerate?
Ifthe code is 8 triplet code, there are 64 (4 x 4 x 4)
possible triplets.
Our result,s suggest that it is unlikely
that only 20 of these represent
the 20 amino-acids
and that the remaining
44 8re nonsense.
If this
were the case, the region over which suppressors
of
the PC 0 family
occur (perhaps 8 quarter
of the B
cistron) should be very much smaller than we observe,
since 8 shift of frame should then, by chance, produce a nonsense reading
at 8 much closer distance.
This srgument
depends
on the size of the protein
which we have assumed the B cistron to produce.
We do not lmow %his, but the length of the cistron
suggests
that
the protein
may contain
about
200
amino-acids.
Thus the code is probably
‘degenerate’,
that is, in general more than one triplet
codes for
eaoh amino-acid.
It is well known that if this were
so, one could also account for the major dilemma
of
the coding
problem,
namely,
that while the bese
composition
of the DNA
can be very different
in
different
micro-organisms,
the 8mino-acid
composition of their proteins
only changes by 8 moderate
However,
exactly
how many
triplets
8mount’~.

code amino-acids&ad how many have other functions
we are unable

to say.

Future

%.6. 8 urnmary

of the results with deletion
1689.
The first two
ltpas show that without
1589 B mot&ion
or B deletion
in the A
-‘cd 0 oes not preyent the B cistron from functioning.
Deletion
-0
(line 3) alao allows
the B cistron
to function.
The other
-.
h w,me of which
au alter&ton
in the A cl&on
preventa
@m function
of the B cintron
(when
1689 is &o
present)
we
dllaasaed in the text.
They have been labelled
(a) (b) etc: for
mrenience
of reference.
aithough
c.aeea (a) and’ (df are ‘not
.-d
In this pager. J implies function:
x implies no function

Developments

Our theory
lea&
to one very clear prediction.
Suppose one could examine
the amino-acid
sequence
of the ‘pseudo-wild’
protein
produced
by one of our
double mutants
of the (+ with
- ) type.
Conventional
theory
suggests
that since the gene is only
altered
in two places, only two amino-acids
would
be changed.
Our theory, on the other hand, predicts
that a string of amino-acids
would be altered, covering
the region
of the polypeptide
ch8in corresponding
to the region on th.e gene between the two mutants.
A good protein
on which to test this hypothesis
is

l”3”
-

I

NATURE

tho l~soz~mo of the phage, at present being studied
chemically
by Dreyeri’
and genetically
by Stroisingel-‘0.
At the recent Biochemical
Congress at Moscow, the
audience
of Symposium
I was startled
by the
announcement
of Nirenberg
that he and Matthaeii*
had produced
polyphenylalanine
(that
is, a polpl’eptidc
all the residues of xvhich are phenylalanine)
by adding polyuridylic
acid (that is, an RNA the bases
of which are all uracil) to a cell-free system &ich
can
synthesize
protein.
This implies that a sequence of
uracils codes for phenylolanine,
and our work suggests
that, it is probably
a triplet of uracils.
It is possible by various devices. either chemical or
cnzymntic,
to synthesize
polyribonucleotides
with
defined or partly
defined sequences.
If these, too,
will produce specific polypeptides,
the coding problem
is wide open for experimental
attack,
and in fact
many; laboratories,
including
our own, are already
If the coding ratio is indeed
workmg on the problem.
3. as our results suggest, and if the code is the same
throughout
Nature.
then the genetic code may well
be solved within
a year.
We thank Dr. Alice Orgel for certain mutants
and
for the use of data from her thesis, Dr. Leslie Orgel
and
Dr.
Seymour
useful
discussions,
for many
13enzer for supplying
us with certain deletions.
We
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are particularly
grateful
to Prof. C. F. A. Pantin for
&owing
UN to use a room in the Zoological
Museum,
Cambridge,
in which the bulk of this work was don?.
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